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The ADAC Driving Safety Centre Berlin-Brandenburg
Dear customer!
The ADAC Driving Safety Centre in Linthe is the latest most up-to-date generation of Driving Safety
Centres in Europe. Its impressive size, uniqueness and multifunctionality are exemplified with the
following features:
-

The usable surface area of 25 ha makes it one of the biggest in all of Europe

-

The implemented technology for the realization of safety training and events for all types
of vehicles makes it the most up-to-date centre of its kind

-

The main building combines high-level technical equipment and multi-functionality, an
extraordinary architecture as well as a lot of space - and all this combined in one place

-

An open-minded and experienced event team uses all technical and creative possibilities
in order to ensure complete satisfaction when it comes to the customer needs and
wishes

The combination of the factors size, technology, modernity and customer service make the Driving
Safety Centre a unique location for events dealing with the topics driving safety, driving dynamics as
well as presentations.

The joy of safe driving!
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Linthe is located just outside of Berlin, about 35 minutes with the car south of the national capital, in
close proximity to the motorway A 9. The distance from Potsdam is about 25 minutes. Companies or
private customers can experience the “Joy of Safe Driving“ at every time of the year.
This brochure illustrates the most important details of the Centre and will show these in the following
chapters. The emotional aspect and the entire concept can only be really experienced by visiting Linthe
itself – in combination with individual arrangements considering your wishes and ideas. Further
information can also be found in the Internet under www.fahrsicherheit.de/linthe.

Challenge us!
Your ADAC Driving Safety Centre Team Berlin-Brandenburg!
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Events and incentives
The Driving Safety Centre as well as the functional
building are created for activities and events of any
kind and every size. A modern ambiance as well as
multifunctional equipment offers a wide variety of
possibilities for product presentations, customer
events, trade dealer conventions, incentives or
workshops – especially within the topic area safety
training.
The ADAC safety training is in this sense the basis for
quite a number of possible event variations.

The ADAC Driving Safety Centre is – if wished – at your side
as a Full-Service-Partner, starting from the original idea and
going all the way to the successful implementation. We offer
our customers a full and comprehensive service for their
events – in the preparatory phase for the planning as tailored
to your needs, and as an active partner during the event as
well as providing a competent wrap-up service.

High-quality catering is a decisive factor in making
sure that ambitious events succeed.
By means of our partner-catering, an experienced
team of cooks and service personnel, the Driving
Safety Centre offers everything from classic finger
food up to very high-quality gala buffets – if wished,
we can also prepare these on a regional or themerelated basis.
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Events that we have already successfully
hosted/ implemented:
Family Day in Linthe:

Important customers and potential interested parties of an Italian
manufacturer experienced a lot of fun driving, excerpts of the
ADAC safety training and demonstrations of new models with
distinctive national flair

Live pizza baking with additional Italian specialities in the
reception hall as well as an ice cream station in front of the
building,

Bobby-Car course; Go-Kart action (not only for children); an
children’s cinema as well as background music with two Italian
singers; bus transfer to Berlin
Media Event:

A manufacturer invited journalists from all over Europe for an
entire week to view the newest vehicle presentations

Handling-course and excerpts from the safety training

Invitation of up to 50 journalists to the exhibition hall for the daily
press conference

Conversion of the reception hall into a luxurious lounge where
one could snack, take a break and hold discussions

CI-conform staging of the manufacturer’s brand
Trade Dealer Event:

In combination to a new model presentation, the best trade
dealers from all over Germany were rewarded for their success

Demonstration of a pre-series car by DTM (German Touring Car
Championship) drivers

Race driving flair on the race circuit and handling course

Presentations of the manufacturer’s technical innovations in the
exhibition hall as well as in the seminar rooms

Technical workshops on the vehicles in the workshop hall

exclusive theme related catering
Exclusive Incentive for Customers and Decision-Makers:

A construction corporation invited business partners to an
adventure weekend in Linthe - with spectacular rounds in the
Formula 1 pace car

Excerpts from the safety training

Fuel Saving Rally or orientation trip into the surrounding areas

Unique adventures on the off-road site for those guests that
really enjoy cross-country driving

Alternative programme: Sightseeing in Berlin and Potsdam or
visits to places of culture in the region of Linthe
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The Training Programmes in the
ADAC Driving Safety Centre Berlin-Brandenburg
ADAC Car-Training
The ADAC Car-Intensive-Training has been one of the core services of the ADAC for over 25 years.
Main focus of the training: The basics of recognizing and avoiding accident situations, including personal
experiences of each participant. Coping with critical situations is supplemented by error correction and
the passing on of basic theoretical background knowledge by trained personnel.
The ADAC Car-Perfection-Training is based on the
Intensive Training. Knowledge on the physics of driving is
gone into in much more detail and special exercises help to
improve vehicle control and reaction behaviour.
The ADAC Car-Top-Training completes the motorcar
training. High speeds in various practical driving exercises
aim to teach vehicle control in this two day seminar. Quick
and secure reactions, sporty driving and finding ideal
cornering lines on the handling course is instructed by
experienced trainers.
Excerpts from the contents:
ADAC Car-Intensive-Training

ADAC Car-PerfectionTraining

ADAC Car-Top-Training

Emergency braking (various
road surfaces)

Emergency braking in various
speeds and surface grip

Fast slalom

Avoiding obstacles

Reaction braking

Training cornering on the circuit

Braking in a curve/ bend

Driving sliding machine

Braking in various curve radiuses

Sitting position, holding the
steering wheel
Conversion of the contents in
daily life

Slalom

Driving sliding machine

Avoiding with reactions

Avoidance manoeuvres through
randomly appearing obstacles

Braking in a curve/ bend

Forward- and backward-turns
Aquaplaning simulation
Influencing the vehicle within the
limit range of driving physics and
in stress situations

The course fee is completely or partly subsidised by most professional Accident Prevention and
Insurance Associations. If interested we can gladly attend with information.
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ADAC Motorbike-Training
In the ADAC Motorbike-Intensive-Training the participants learn the basics of recognizing and
avoiding accident situations. In preparation, theoretical physical laws are taught in order to have a basis
for the practical driving exercises. Our trainers pass on behavioural patterns that will develop beyond
the training day to become a reflex in dangerous situations.
In the continuation programme, the ADAC Motorbike-Perfection-Training, the already familiar
exercise forms are supplemented. During the sections the trainer gives more detailed information and
the exercises are driven under extremer conditions – e.g. at higher speeds, dry and wet. More control as
well as exact knowledge of the vehicle’s handling reactions are the important goals of this training.
In the ADAC Motorbike-Top-Training the Perfection Training is
completed through practical driving. The different exercises on
the site – at very high difficulty levels – are supplemented with
excursions into normal road traffic. During the excursion special
aspects such as how to direct one’s field of vision while driving a
curve, judging traffic in the right manner, group trips and
behaviour are all part of the programme. The goal: absolute
safety and security!
Excerpts from the contents:
ADAC Motorbike-IntensiveTraining

ADAC Motorbike-PerfectionsTraining

ADAC Motorbike-TopTraining

Warming-up exercises

Emergency braking at high
speeds (wet)

Emergency braking at high
speeds

Pillion operation

Braking in curves at different
speeds

Slalom – fast, wet and dry
1 day excursion (driving in
convoy, driving in curves)

Driving in curves and slalom

Driving uphill and downhill with
different curve radiuses (wet
and dry)

Endless curves on the circular
module

Emergency braking

Avoiding obstacles

Braking in an endless curve

Driving and braking in an
endless curve

Fast driving on the handling
circuit with gradient sections
Motorbike control on the sliding
machine

The course fee is completely or partly subsidised by most professional Accident Prevention and
Insurance Associations. If interested we can gladly attend with information.
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ADAC Truck and Bus Training
In the transport business as well it has been shown and proven that a
trained driver drives much safer. Getting to know one’s vehicle in
accident-prone situations lowers the risk of having an accident, even
for experienced drivers.
On specially set out surfaces for trucks and buses, with the most upto-date technology, we implement special programmes for drivers of
transporters, trucks and buses
The drivers learn how to recognize and avoid dangerous situations. In groups of up to ten participants
physical driving connections when steering vehicles as well as the influence of cargo on driving
behaviour in various situations is worked on. Safety is improved and the accident risk is lowered.
The following key points in theory and practice are dealt with:
 Avoiding an obstacle
 Slalom driving
 Braking at different speeds and in various situations
 Safeguarding loads as well as the influence of the load on
driving behaviour
ADAC Fuel Saving Training
Experienced trainers use up-to-date vehicles that are equipped with
the newest technology in order to illustrate how fuel consumption and
emissions can be reduced by up to 30 percent. The goal is to achieve
a relaxed and safe style of driving that, in addition, leads to a wearand-tear reduction for the vehicle. Installed precision measuring
devices record detailed information on driving- and consumption
values. These results offer a wide variety of possible analyses.
The course fee is completely or partly subsidised by most professional Accident Prevention and
Insurance Associations. If interested we can gladly attend with information.
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ADAC Off-Road Training
The ADAC Driving Safety Centre offers the perfect general
framework for either off-road courses or a combination of offroad and survival elements that lasts several days. Both the
adventure in provided off-road vehicles as well as experiencing
the limits of one’s own vehicle are possible. During the training
the participants “experience” and comprehend ground
clearance, slope and overhang angles, transfer box, differential
lock and learn to judge the terrain conditions.
In the theoretical part gear ratio, holding the steering wheel and
the sitting position are, among other things, dealt with and clearly illustrated. Steep ascents and
descents, driving in an inclined position, obstacles and vehicle recovery are all imparted and trained with
the help of expert professional guidance.
Supplement programmes

The following event elements can be embedded in the above listed programmes and hereby increase
the exclusiveness of the event or incentive:
In the skill tournament the participants drive along a set circuit that is marked out against the clock.
The tournament can, for example, be the exciting finish of a training course – if demanded, with
electronic time keeping and a victory celebration.
The 1.6 km long racing circuit and the 600 metre long wet handling course can be used for fast laps
with professional race drivers.
A Go-Kart tournament on a special section of the course makes up an spectacular element for any
event. It is an ideal supplement to the topic of safety training.
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The Functional building
It´s name is owed to the fact that our building is multifunctional and variable in use. Under one roof one
can find a presentation- as well as reception hall, six seminar rooms and a very spacious customer
office. The building is perfect for large events and presentations – especially for the automotive industry.
Through a large glass sectional door the trucks can be driven into the hall. In addition, ceiling
constructions allow hanging up decoration, lights or even vehicles for the purpose of presenting these.
Four large plasma screens, a sound system and technical equipment for media connection are all
integrated here as well.

Presentation hall:
Exhibition hall:
Michelin tire workshop:

320 m²
224 m²
224 m²

Sectional door in the hall
Width:
Height:
Height of the halls:

5m
4.5 m
ca. 7 m

Sectional doors of the Exhibition hall
and tire workshop
Width:
3m
Height:
4.5 m
Seminar rooms:

2 x 52.5 m²
2 x 50 m²
2 x 38.5 m²

Customer office:

35 m²

The Modules
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All modules have an individual small seminar room at their disposal in which the participants have
enough space and in which the trainer can impart important instructions as well as theoretical contents.
All schooling rooms are fully air-conditioned. All modules can be completely made wet; sprinklers, water
obstacles and sliding machines can be controlled by the push of a button or they can be regulated by
using an automatic computer mechanism. Apart from the Off-Road site the Driving Safety Centre is
equipped with floodlights and enables trainings and events at any requested time.
By using special skid pads excessive wear-and-tear is avoided on the corresponding modules. All
modules have enough room to instruct vehicles of all types. Wide spaces and even surfaces ensure a
safe environment. This guarantees that our motto is kept to at all times: “Experience safety live”!

Module overview
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

50 meters
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Motorcar skid pad with a
sliding machine
Truck skid pad with a sliding
machine
Multifunctional surface with
longitudinal aquaplaning
Braking module with 5
different surfaces
Truck circuit with curve
gradient course
Gradient track 10 %
Downhill track with curve skid
pad 7 %
Motorcar skid pan with a
sliding machine
Multifunctional surface
Motorcar circuit
Large race circuit
Small circuit with wet
handling
Middle circuit
CONTINENTAL Youth Traffic
School and traffic training site
Off-road site
Car park and event area
Functional building

Module 1: Motorcar sliding machine with skid pad
Skid pads and water obstacles are combined here and make this module the ultimate test for reactions
and coordination during steering and avoiding obstacles. With the help of the sliding machine the vehicle
breaks away in a controlled manner. The sliding machine on this module is rectangular and allows the
driver and the vehicle to feel the over steering. In addition water fountains emerge at different spots of
the module that are supposed to simulate suddenly appearing obstacles in road traffic.

Length of the module:
Width of the module:
Length of the skid pad:
Width of the skid pad:
Friction coefficient of the skid pad:
Size of the sliding machine:
Number of water obstacles:
Number of sprinklers:

110 m
24 m
53 m
9.0 m
ca. 0.2 µ (wet)
3 m x 2,70m
10
23

Module 2: Truck sliding machine with skid pad
This module is especially designed for heavy utility vehicles. The length of the skid pad, the number of
water obstacles and the multiple possibilities of the truck sliding machine.
The driver of a heavy utility vehicle – e.g. a truck or a bus – can experience here how quickly his/her
vehicle can get out of control due to bad conditions. This module is of course also interesting for
motorcar drivers who can experience extreme situations at high speeds within a safe environment.

Length of the module:
Width of the module:
Length of the skid pad:
Width of the skid pad:
Friction coefficient of the skid pad:
Size of the sliding machine:
Number of water obstacles:
Number of sprinklers:
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250 m
32 m
115 m
12 m
ca. 0.25 µ (wet)
4.4 m x 5,0 m
12
31

Module 3: Multifunctional surfaces with longitudinal aquaplaning
An aquaplaning basin with variable and adjustable water levels offers the possibility to experience this
feared driving condition in the safe environment of the Driving Safety Centre: When does a vehicle loose
ground contact on a wet road surface and how does it react during this phase? Water obstacles on dry
or wet asphalt also offer the chance of practising braking and swerving on different grip levels.

Length of the module:
Width of the module:
Number of water obstacles:
Number of sprinklers:

220 m
32 m
10
24

Module 4: Braking module with 5 different surfaces
Cobbled surfaces, asphalt, skid pads, concrete and the chessboard - like skid pads or asphalt surfaces
can be completely flooded with water – the ideal way to compare different surfaces and analyse various
effects. All braking aspects can be vividly demonstrated here – taking into account the tires, the braking
system and the surface underneath.
Length of the module:
Width of the module:
Length of the different road surfaces:
Different friction coefficients
Chessboard-like slip surface:
Asphalt road surface:
Full slip surface:
Concrete road surface:
Cobbled surface:
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185 m
36 m
70 m
0.6 µ
0.8 µ
0.2 µ
0.9 µ
ca. 0.5 µ

Module 5: Truck circuit with curve skid pad
The large circuit with a diameter of 80 m is especially suited for “experiencing” vehicle handling during
over steering or under steering of the vehicle. Varying road surfaces manage to convey a feeling for the
different reactions of the vehicle. The effects of different tires can be demonstrated quite vividly..

Diameter of the module:
Length of the skid pad:
Width of the skid pad:
Friction coefficient of the skid pad:
Number of water obstacles:
Number of sprinklers:

80 m
70 m
5.90 m
ca. 0.4 µ (wet)
6
20

Module 6: Curve gradient course 10 %
A wet road surface, water obstacles and a 10 % gradient offer all possibilities to experience vehicle
reaction during braking or driving in curves uphill and downhill. The interlinking of different curve
radiuses offers additional difficulty levels.

Length of the module:
Width of the module:
Number of water obstacles:
Number of sprinklers:
Height difference:
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410 m
max. 18 m
4
10
10 m

Module 7: Downhill track with curve skid pad 7 %
Traction Control Systems when going uphill and different drive concepts can be optimally compared.
Truck and motorcar drivers brake here whilst going downhill and avoid numerous water obstacles and
train braking in curves. The size of the module also allows higher speeds and advanced drivers can test
their personal and what the technical limits of the vehicles are.

Length of the module:
Width of the module:
Length of the skid pad:
Width of the skid pad:
Friction coefficient of the skid pad:
Number of water obstacles:
Number of sprinklers:
Height difference:

220 m
26 m
157 m
10 m
ca. 0.2 µ (wet)
8
27
7m

Module 8: Motorcar sliding machine with skid pad
The sliding machine on this module is rectangular and allows the driver and the vehicle to feel the over
steering. In addition, the already familiar water obstacles, sprinklers and the slip surface complete the
module. Module 8, 9, 10 are on their own an independent and isolated training area in close proximity to
the functional building in which up to three groups can run through their programmes simultaneously.

Length of the module:
Width of the module:
Length of the skid pad:
Width of the skid pad:
Friction coefficient of the skid pad:
Size of the sliding machine:
Number of water obstacles:
Number of sprinklers:
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125 m
24 m
55 m
10.40 m
ca. 0.2 µ (wet)
3 m x 2.70 m
10
15

Module 9: Multifunctional surface
A large asphalt surface with integrated water obstacles offer many and varied possibilities of use –
especially for the classic training programme.
Braking in front of and avoiding an obstacle, either wet or dry and the right steering during slalom driving
can be practised here.

Length of the module:
Width of the module:
Number of water obstacles:
Number of sprinklers:

115 m
26 m
4
15

Module 10: Motorcar circular track
On our small circuit with a 50 m diameter motorcyclists and motorcar drivers can experience the limit
range during driving, acceleration and braking in an endless curve. On different and completely flooded
surfaces vehicle handling in various situations can be demonstrated.

Diameter of the module:
Number of sprinklers:
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50 m
7

Modules 11 – 13: Circuit and transverse aquaplaning
A 1.6 km long circuit goes right around the entire Driving Safety Centre. Foresighted driving and finding
optimal cornering lines are possible training contents. On a ca. 600 m long wet handling course is
entirely watered by the push of a button. Drivers and vehicles can be really tested on these challenging
circuits. Integrated into this small test circuit is the capacity to simulate aquaplaning – for this purpose a
curve section is “flooded” to a certain level.

12

13

11

M11
M12
M13

–
–
–

large circiut – approx. 1600m*
small circuit– approx. ca. 700m
middle circuit– approx – ca. 900m ***
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Module 14: CONTINENTAL Youth Traffic School and traffic training site
Children and young people are also prepared for participating in daily road traffic in the Youth Traffic
School. Accompanied by a person who has a driving licence, future motorcar drivers can practise
participating in regular, everyday road traffic – in roundabouts, on major roads or even reverse parking
at the roadside. This multifunctional module is also suitable as a Go-Kart track and for drivers of remote
control cars.

Entire length of the module:
Width of the module:

ca. 650 m
4.7 – 8.5 m

Module 15: Off-road site
The off-road site offers all sorts of possibilities for a varied terrain with different levels of difficulty, if for
off-roaders or for Sports Utility Vehicles (SUV). The following ensures an unforgettable off-road
experience on a total area of 3.5 hectares: five extreme gradients, a waterfall, different transverse
slopes, camel humps, a fording pond, a mountain with a height difference of 20 m as well as sections
that have young and high timber forests on them.
Size of the module:
Height difference:
Gradients and lengths:
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ca. 3.5 ha
ca. 20 m
24 % to 23 m
40 % to 20.5 m
44 % to 27 m
50 % to 19 m
60 % to 25 m

Possibilities of advertising and brand staging
The ADAC Driving Safety Centre offers a wide variety of intelligent and innovative possibilities for the
staging and presentation of brands and products. For customers, trade dealers, employees or other
guests the central contact points of the facility can be presented in the company-own corporate design.
“House Banner” in the entrance area
Format: 4.5 m x 7.09 m
Through high-quality photo prints you can stage an
impressive and individual advertising section right within
the arrivals area.
With this unique type of advertising
- you greet your guests
- you stage and present your brand or product and
- transport emotions

“Advertising Panels” at the access point
Format: 2 m x 0.778 m
Individually designed and illuminated foils in high
definition 4-colour-prints greet your and our guests –
during the day and at night.
Flags at the access point
Format: 140 cm x 380 cm, 7 m height of the flagpoles

Plasma screens in the presentation hall
Format: 3 x 41“ + 1 x 51“ Programmable for TV,
Video, DVD and PC incl. sound
For showing spots, presentations and logos

“Container Banner” at the trainings area
Format: 600 cm x 93 cm
Through high-quality photo prints or your brand you
transport emotions while your event/ training.
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Contact
We hope that with this brochure, we have given you a comprehensive preliminary overview of the
services of and possibilities in the ADAC Driving Safety Centre Berlin-Brandenburg.
For a face-to-face meeting, for a personal presentation of our facility or for a detailed proposition please
contact us under:
Telephone: +49 (33 8 44) 7507 60
Fax:
+49 (33 8 44) 7507 51
e-mail:
linthe@fahrsicherheit-bbr.de

The ADAC Driving Safety Centre BerlinBrandenburg is right next to the exit
Brück/Linthe on the A9 motorway (Berlin
– München).
Distances:
Berlin- city limits
Berlin – city centre
Potsdam
Magdeburg
Leipzig

ca. 50 km
ca. 65 km
ca. 35 km
ca. 120 km
ca. 120 km

Further information can be found in the Internet under www.fahrsicherheit.de/linthe
Thank you for your attention!
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